If a Dane goes into foster it is neutered or spayed at the expense of T J
DANES RESCUE depending upon age, previous seasons, health etc.
If a Dane goes into a furever home it must be neutered or spayed within 6
months at the expense of the new furever home just as other rescue
organisations stipulate some rescues give a 12month timescale.
When a Dane comes into foster it is vet checked along with receiving details
from the previous vets if that is known.
All Danes that go into Furever homes must be registered & vet checked
within 1 week not all rescues do this.
Each Dane is assessed to make sure that it fits into the correct domestic
situation.
Each home is checked to make sure that it is the correct home for the Dane.
We prefer to collect & rehome or foster in the same day, as that is better for
the Dane in our opinion, also if the situation isn’t suitable for the Dane it
doesn’t stay.
Hence the thousands of miles that T J has driven.
T J DANES RESCUE takes legal ownership of each Dane that is collected
with the correct legal paperwork.
When a Dane is placed in a furever home it is adopted not bought.
A legal contract is signed that means T J DANES RESCUE retains ownership
of the Dane.
This is so that if anything goes wrong the Dane comes back to T J DANES
RESCUE such as divorce, death, illness etc.
An adoption donation is asked for to cover vets bills, fuel etc.
A check is carried out when a Dane potentially needs a home; ascertaining its
history does this. If the Dane came from a breeder, confirmation that the
breeder cannot accept it back is verified.
If the Dane came from another rescue, the previous rescue is contacted to
ensure that they don’t want it back.
For some reason or other not every breeder is in a position to take dogs
back. Sometimes there is no breeder as some of the Danes are 2nd/3rd
generation owned.
If A Dane has come from another rescue that is where they should go back
to, this sometimes is not feasible.

